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This paper presents some of the benefits of using satellite imagery for river ice
observation and analysis over traditional survey methods. To illustrate this
point, a case study of the ice observation program of the lower reaches of the
Churchill River in Labrador is described. Ice has been monitored on this river
since the early 1970s for the purpose of hydroelectric development feasibility
studies.
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1. Introduction
Nalcor Energy, the Lower Churchill Project, is conducting engineering studies related to the
development of the hydroelectric potential on the Churchill River at Gull Island and Muskrat
Falls, Labrador. The Lower Churchill Project consists of two of the best undeveloped
hydroelectric sites in North America. Gull Island is located 225 km downstream from the
existing 5,428 MW Churchill Falls hydroelectric facility and Muskrat Falls is located 60 km
downstream from Gull Island. The total potential capacity at the two sites is approximately
3,000 megawatts (MW), with the Gull Island site being the larger at approximately 2,250 MW.
Figure 1 illustrates the location of the two proposed sites relative to the Churchill Falls
hydroelectric facility.
Over the past three years, Hatch has conducted a number of studies related to the ice regime on
the lower reaches of the Churchill River from both environmental and engineering points of
view. These studies have included a characterization of the existing (pre-project) ice regime, a
prediction of the changes that would occur once the Muskrat Falls and Gull Island projects are
constructed, and an assessment of ice management strategies that could be implemented during
the construction phases of the projects. Also, an ice observation program has been conducted by
Hatch over the past three winters to obtain additional information on the existing ice regime of
the river.
This paper describes the use of remote sensing technologies for river ice observation in the 20082009 ice observation program. Section 2 presents a brief description of the historical ice
observation programs that have been conducted on the Churchill River since the 1970s. Section
3 describes some of the limitations of the historical methods of observation and how satellite
imagery can be used to supplement or in some cases replace traditional observation methods.
Section 4 describes the methods and technologies used over the winter of 2008-2009 to obtain
satellite images of the lower reaches of the Churchill River, and illustrates the comparison of
satellite images with photographs obtained from helicopter surveys completed within 24 hours of
the satellite image acquisition. Section 5 presents the conclusions of the study.
2. History of Ice Observations on the Lower Churchill River
The Lower Churchill Project has been under consideration since the 1970s. Ice observation
surveys were conducted on the river between 1974 and 1992, and more recently in each winter
since 2006. The purpose of these observation programs was to develop an understanding of the
existing ice processes on the river. This knowledge is necessary to determine how the proposed
project could affect the environment and to determine the engineering implications during
construction and operation of the proposed hydroelectric facilities. Some of the features
observed as part of the ice observation programs on the Churchill River include the location and
timing of ice covered and open water areas, progression of the ice cover, ashkui (open water
areas that are important habitats for migratory birds, fish, and other animals and are used by Innu
as hunting and fishing sites), ice jams, hanging dams, border ice, anchor ice and
thermal/juxtaposed ice covers.
In the first three years of documented observations of ice conditions in the lower reaches of the
Churchill River (1974-1977), nearly 70 trips were made by fixed wing aircraft to observe the ice
conditions on the river. In the following 10 years, 14 helicopter trips and nearly 130 snowmobile
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visits were made to the Muskrat Falls project site. Between 1988 and 1992, 40 helicopter trips
were undertaken to observe the ice conditions on the river between Muskrat Falls and the Cache
River (located approximately 90 km upstream of the Gull Island dam site). Hatch has conducted
ice observation programs since 2006 including 19 helicopter surveys. In each of the ice
observation programs described above, various methods of documentation were used. In some
cases the entire aerial survey was videotaped providing a record of the ice conditions on the day
of the survey; other surveys have used photographs as the primary means of documenting the ice
conditions. In some of the annual ice observation reports the observations have been translated
into maps which illustrate the location of ice covered areas.
Although much useful information has been derived based on the traditional methods of ice
observation described above, there are several challenges related to observing the ice conditions
on large, remote rivers such as the Churchill River in Labrador. Aerial surveys can be effective,
but they are expensive, time consuming, and weather dependent. Satellite-based monitoring is
an alternative weather independent method for acquiring reliable information on river ice at
regular and frequent intervals throughout the ice season, as described in the following section.
3. Benefits of Remote Sensing over Traditional Survey Methods
The benefits of satellite imagery have been recognized for decades. In the 1979-1980 ice
observation program, Landsat-3 images were obtained in an 18 day cycle to monitor the
progression of the ice cover in the lower reaches of the Churchill River. The quality of these
images was very sensitive to the weather conditions and cloud coverage; however the study
concluded that the use of Landsat imagery to monitor the general progression of ice in the river
was feasible and cost efficient. Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) satellites also became available
in 1978 with the launch of Seasat, which initially showed the benefits of radar satellites. Radar
satellites have been proven useful in observing many coastal and ocean features, along with river
ice conditions. They have an important advantage over optical satellites in that they can acquire
images in all types of weather and at night, thus leading to more reliable data collection. To
date, SAR satellite imagery is available from a number of operational missions, such as
RADARSAT 1, RADARSAT 2, and ENVISAT at a spatial resolution ranging from 3 m to 150
m with single, dual, and fully polarimetric modes available.
Another benefit of remote sensing for river ice observation relates to the frequency at which
observations may be obtained. River ice processes are very dynamic in nature and large changes
in the ice cover during both the formation and break-up phase can occur over very short periods
of time (in the order of a few hours to a few days). Combinations of severe (cold) weather
conditions and low flows can lead to the progression of an ice cover upstream through a steep
reach through which it would not normally progress. As temperatures rise and/or flows increase,
this ice cover will be eroded and the ice will be transported downstream, usually leaving vertical
walls of border ice as the only indication of this occurrence. These quickly changing conditions
can be important from an engineering standpoint and therefore must be observed and
characterized. Traditional survey methods have typically been conducted at a relatively low
frequency due to the cost and logistics associated with aircraft or helicopter-based observations.
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Also related to the cost associated with aerial surveys, the physical extent of observations
conducted on the Churchill River has been limited. Between 1977 and 1988, helicopter and
snowmobile surveys were limited to the Muskrat Falls and Gull Island project sites. Between
1988 and 1992 the extent of observation was expanded to include the reach approximately 150
km upstream of the Muskrat Falls site. In the past three winters of observation, some surveys
have included the entire river from Goose Bay to the Churchill Falls generation facility
(approximately 335 km in length), while other surveys have included specific reaches for which
information on ice conditions was desired. For a complete understanding of the ice dynamics of
a river, every reach must be analyzed. It is important to know which reaches remain ice free to
generate frazil and slush ice throughout the winter and which reaches are repositories of ice in
the form of hanging dams and deposits beneath ice covers on lakes or other slow moving
reaches.
In summary, the main benefits of satellite-based observation include the reliability of
observations and the high frequency and large extent of observation that are possible due to the
lower cost associated as compared to aerial survey methods.
4. Satellite Image Acquisition and Interpretation for the Churchill River
In the 2008-2009 ice observation program, C-CORE was commissioned to obtain and interpret
radar satellite images of the Churchill River every three days. These images were interpreted
and provided to Hatch on a best effort basis, and proved to be extremely useful for the purpose of
monitoring the ice conditions on the river and planning future ice observation surveys when
particular ice processes were more likely to be observed. The steps taken by C-CORE to acquire
and interpret these images as well as conduct a comparison between the satellite images and
photographs obtained through the aerial surveys are described in the following paragraphs.
Between December 2, 2008 and May 25, 2009, 41 satellite radar images were acquired and
processed for ice monitoring on the Churchill River. ENVISAT and RADARSAT-1 satellites
were used taking advantage of the 30 m spatial resolution offered with the Alternating
Polarization Precision and Standard beam modes, respectively. The study area included the
reach between the outlet of the Churchill River at Lake Melville upstream to the Minipi River
confluence (which is approximately 30 km upstream of Gull Lake). Table 1 contains a list of
images acquired during this study within 24 hours of an aerial survey of the river. Comparisons
were made between satellite images and photographs obtained during each of the surveys in an
effort to develop a high degree of confidence in the interpretation of the images.
The overall river ice classification process includes geometric correction, image enhancement,
and final visual interpretation of the river ice types. The final river ice products delivered to
Hatch were high resolution jpeg images. The ice type classification involves classifying the
magnitude of backscatter in the image into three distinct categories which generally correspond
to open water, smooth ice cover, and rough ice cover. These ice types were observed through
image interpretation and correlated with ice features observed during aerial ice surveys.
Generally, the brighter image values correspond with a stronger backscatter which is a function
of a rough ice surface typically formed through the process of juxtaposition. Darker regions of
the satellite images correspond with less backscatter which is a function of a smoother surface.
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These areas could be open water (very dark regions) or a smooth ice surface typically formed
thermally on lakes or other slow moving reaches (slightly lighter than open water regions).
Figure 2 contains an image obtained on January 20, 2009 that clearly illustrates all three
categories (open water, smooth ice surface, and rough ice surface). These trends in the
signatures of river ice cover in SAR imagery have enabled C-CORE to develop algorithms for
automated classification of ice cover. The automated algorithms improve the efficiency of
service and consistency of products among different image analysts. A manual quality control
process is used to verify the accuracy of the results.
Figures 3 through 7 illustrate a comparison between SAR images of Gull Lake (just downstream
of the proposed Gull Island site) and aerial photos of the same area taken within 24 hours of
image acquisition. The figures are in chronological order and illustrate the progression and
retreat of ice in Gull Lake throughout the river ice season.
Figure 3 illustrates the open water channels towards the inlet of Gull Lake; these channels appear
dark in colour in the SAR image. The SAR image illustrates the two different types of ice cover
on Gull Lake: a smooth (thermal) cover towards the downstream end of the lake (left side of the
figure), and a rough (juxtaposed) ice cover on the upstream half of the lake, with some open
water channels.
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the ice conditions observed on January 20, 2009. A rough (juxtaposed)
ice cover was observed in the upstream half of Gull Lake and extending into the reach upstream.
Due to the large amount of backscatter resulting from the rough ice cover, this area is
represented by bright tones in the SAR image (Figure 4). Towards the downstream half of the
lake, the ice cover is smoother and therefore is represented by a darker shade in the SAR image
(Figure 5). A v-shaped ice ridge was observed in this region during the aerial survey, and this
feature can be seen in the SAR image due to the higher degree of backscatter along the ice ridge.
Figure 6 illustrates two open water leads through the rough (juxtaposed) ice-cover near the inlet
of Gull Lake on February 24, 2009. Figure 7 illustrates a similar open water lead observed just
upstream of Gull Lake on March 19, 2009. Figure 8 illustrates the break-up of the ice cover on
Gull Lake. Several open water channels and distinct pieces of ice were observed through the
aerial survey and these features are also visible on the SAR image.
The associations detailed above between SAR imagery and photographs are useful for verifying
the accuracy of the classification algorithms and adjusting parameters. Future work will include
increasing the accuracy and decreasing the delivery time for support to operations.
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5. Conclusions
The aerial surveys of the Churchill River conducted through the winter of 2008-2009 were
successful in verifying river ice types, features, and extent identified in the satellite radar images.
Comparisons between photographs taken during aerial surveys and satellite images obtained
within 24 hours indicated excellent correspondence and confirmed that satellite imagery can be
successfully used to track ice progression and identify unique ice features on the Churchill River,
Labrador. Based on this positive result, it is likely that this method of observation will continue
to be used in future ice observation programs, possibly reducing the reliance on traditional
survey methods in the future. Some of the benefits of satellite-based observation over traditional
observation methods include reliability and low cost (allowing more frequent and greater extent
of observation), which are particularly beneficial for observation of ice conditions on large,
remote rivers.
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Table 1. SAR imagery acquisitions
Acquisition Date
16-Dec-2008
20-Jan-2009
24-Feb-2009
19-Mar-2009
19-Apr-2009

Acquisition Time (UTC)
1:55:19
1:55:18
1:55:36
1:32:36
1:58:10

Satellite Beam Mode Beam Direction
Envisat
I6
Ascending
Envisat
I6
Ascending
Envisat
I6
Ascending
Envisat
I1
Ascending
Envisat
I7
Ascending

Figure 1. Churchill River Location Map.
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Figure 2. River ice types.
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Figure 3.
December 16, 2008 – Open water channels amidst rough (juxtaposed) ice cover on Gull Lake.
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Figure 4.
January 20, 2009 – Rough (juxtaposed) ice cover upstream of Gull Lake.
(Note the shear lines from telescoping of the cover between grounded border ice formed during cover
development from Gull Lake by the process of juxtaposition).

Smooth (thermal) ice
Figure 5.
January 20, 2009 – Ridges of ice amidst smooth (thermal) ice on Gull Lake.
(Note the ridges were formed by shoving under load from the upstream cover).
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Figure 6.
February 24, 2009 – Open water channels near inlet of Gull Lake.
(Evidence of erosion due to heat transfer from high velocity flow to the underside of the cover after initial
formation by juxtaposition and telescoping).

Rough ice
Figure 7.
March 19, 2009 – Open water channel amidst rough (juxtaposed) cover upstream of Gull Lake.
(Evidence of erosion due to heat transfer from high velocity flow to the underside of the cover after initial
formation by juxtaposition and telescoping).
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Figure 8.
April 19, 2009 - Open water channel and individual grounded masses of ice in Gull Lake.
(Grounding occurs with subsidence of water levels subsequent to erosion of the cover. These grounded
masses – some 4-5 m deep – melt in place long after the fast flowing river is free of ice).
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